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Marbling is an ancient art form dating back to the 11th Century coined by Zen monks for its meditative process.

Today’s marbling has evolved. These mesmerizing designs are created using floating paints, handmade tools and 
then careful transference to paper. Each handcrafted design is a one-of-a-kind! 

HRJ Design Studio and Siscovers bring The Art of Marbling off the paper, out of the studio and into soft home 
furnishings. Surround your home with designs that can have a positive impact on mood and emotion. 

THE ART OF MARBLING by hrj design studio
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Alluvium / Aftershock Reversible Duvet Set
Set includes
 One reversible duvet cover with zipper closure
 One down alternative comforter securely buttoned inside cover
 Two reversible bed shams (twin has one sham) 

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, Cal King and custom sizes. 

Mix and match with sheet sets, euro pillows and curtain panels. 

Alluvium /Aftershock
Layers of complex geometric patterns blended with a meticulous chevron design 

offer a fresh perspective on maximalism.  

One duvet set, two looks.
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Bedrock /Bouquet
Grand Canyon inspired motifs layered with an iconic scallop design create an 

organically timeless work of art.

Bedrock / Bouquet Reversible Duvet Set
Set includes
 One reversible duvet cover with zipper closure
 One down alternative comforter securely buttoned inside cover
 Two reversible bed shams (twin has one sham) 

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, Cal King and custom sizes. 

Mix and match with sheet sets, euro pillows and curtain panels.

One duvet set, two looks.
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Carrara /Black Ash
Classic marbling from the ancient quarries of Tuscany paired with hypnotic 

flowing lines are both sophisticated and elegant. 

Carrara / Black Ash Reversible Duvet Set
Set includes
 One reversible duvet cover with zipper closure
 One down alternative comforter securely buttoned inside cover
 Two reversible bed shams (twin has one sham) 

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, Cal King, King and custom sizes. 

Mix and match with sheet sets, euro pillows and curtain panels. 

One duvet set, two looks.
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Electrify / Landslide
Amethyst artfully tumbled and intricately feathered glides gracefully in this 

profoundly original set.

Electrify / Landslide Reversible Duvet Set
Set includes
 One reversible duvet cover with zipper closure
 One down alternative comforter securely buttoned inside cover
 Two reversible bed shams (twin has one sham) 

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, Cal King and custom sizes. 

Mix and match with sheet sets, euro pillows and curtain panels.

One duvet set, two looks.
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Quicksilver / Blue Ice
Silvery clouds and frosty glaciers gently liquify to create this subtle 

combination of cool beauty.

 

Quicksilver / Blue Ice Reversible Duvet Set
Set includes
 One reversible duvet cover with zipper closure
 One down alternative comforter securely buttoned inside cover
 Two reversible bed shams (twin has one sham) 

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, Cal King and custom sizes. 

Mix and match with sheet sets, euro pillows and curtain panels.

One duvet set, two looks.
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Triton/Blue Ice
Ombre colors of the sea fuse with the icy sky to craft a cool calming environment.

Triton/Blue Ice Reversible Duvet Set
Set includes
 One reversible duvet cover with zipper closure
 One down alternative comforter securely buttoned inside cover
 Two reversible bed shams (twin has one sham) 

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, Cal King and custom sizes. 

Mix and match with sheet sets, euro pillows and curtain panels. 
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One duvet set, two looks.



Verona /Aquarius
Turquoise and pink energetically combined with a mesmerizing oceanic pattern 

captures the spirit of joy.

Verona /Aquarius Reversible Duvet Set
Set includes
 One reversible duvet cover with zipper closure
 One down alternative comforter securely buttoned inside cover
 Two reversible bed shams (twin has one sham) 

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, Cal King and custom sizes. 

Mix and match with sheet sets, euro pillows and curtain panels. 
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One duvet set, two looks.
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Reversible Quilts

Electrify / LandslideCarrara / Black Ash Bedrock / Bouquet

Double the art, double the fun. Stitching also adds 
texture to these super soft, light weight quilts.
 
Available in Queen and King.  

Mix and match with duvet sets, euro pillows and curtain 
panels. 
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Triton / Blue IceAlluvium / Aftershock Quick Silver /  Blue IceVerona /Aquarius



Sheet Sets
Artfully crafted, silky smooth, luxuriously brushed 
microfiber bed sheets. 

Set includes
 One flat sheet
 One fitted sheet
 Two pillowcases (twin has one pillowcase)

Available in Twin, Twin XL, Full, Queen, King, Cal King 
and custom sizes. 

Mix and match with duvet sets, euro pillows and 
curtain panels. 
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Aftershock

Carrara Electrify Landslide Quicksilver Triton Verona

Alluvium Aquarius Bedrock Black Ash Blue Ice

Bouquet



Curtain Panels
Simple, stylish curtain panels available in six classic 
constructions: 
 Rod Pocket Panel 
 Flat Panel
 Tab Top Panel
 Grommet Panel 
 Pinch Pleat Panel
 Clip Ring Tape Panel

All of our panels have drapery weights sewn into the 
bottom hem to ensure your curtains fall beautifully and 
stay in position.

Standard panels measure 50" x 84" wide. Custom sizes 
are available. 
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Aftershock

Carrara Electrify Landslide Quicksilver Triton Verona

Alluvium Aquarius Bedrock Black Ash Blue Ice

Bouquet
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Pillows
Pillows are an effortless way to embellish your space.  There’s no easier way to 

add color, pattern and punch to a room than to toss in a great pillow.

Futon Covers
Artfully designed futon covers add color and style while protecting 

your futon mattress. Easily zips on and off for machine washing. 
Available in Twin, Full, Queen. Custom sizes available. 

Pillow sizes: 
16" x 16"
18" x 18"
20" x 20"
22" x 22" 

26" x 26"
30" x 30"
26" x 14" 
21" x 12"

Custom sizes 
available. 



www.siscovers.com
sis@siscovers.com 

800.989.5435


